
Gain a holistic view of any 
organization's cyber risk 
with SecurityScorecard

12+ million companies rated by SecurityScorecard, powered by AWS
SecurityScorecard has the largest number of continuously rated companies. The industry’s most expansive data set 
provides in-depth insights to make faster, smarter business decisions. Mitigate breach risk and gain actionable details 
for every issue surfaced.

About SecurityScorecard

SecurityScorecard is the leading security ratings platform that enables you to instantly rate, understand, and continuously 
monitor the cybersecurity risk of any company, non-intrusively. We automatically map ratings to cybersecurity questionnaire 
responses, providing a 360-degree view of risk. SecurityScorecard is one solution that supports many use cases including: 
enterprise cyber risk management (self-monitoring), executive-level reporting, third-party risk management and cyber due 
diligence.

Benefits of AWS Marketplace

Extensive selection

Choose from over 7,000 software listings, 
from over 1,500 software sellers. 

Easy license management

Manage licenses in a portfolio view for all 
AWS environments and quickly expand 
and renew licenses. 

Simplified billing

Receive a consolidated bill of all charges 
from AWS Marketplace. 

Minimized procurement friction

Reduce procurement cycles for AWS 
customers when AWS is already a 
procurement-approved vendor

Flexible terms and lower costs

Pick between both flexible
consumptionbased pricing as well as 
contract models that best fit your needs

Faster deployment

Get the software and you need in 
minutes with just a few clicks. 
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Why buy SecurityScorecard on AWS Marketplace?
AWS Marketplace simplifies software licensing and procurement with consolidated billing. Features like 1-click deployment, 
and flexible pricing options help you unlock the best price. A growing number of AWS Marketplace customers, across 
virtually every industry and geography, are using AWS Marketplace as a way to find and quickly deploy a wide variety of 
third-party software solutions to speed up their migration to the cloud.

AWS Marketplace features include: 

• Customized o�ffers: Customize terms, pricing, and payment schedules with Marketplace Private O� ers.

• Faster deployments: Set up controlled environments in minutes or hours, instead of weeks or months.

• Reduced costs: Pay for software on an hourly, monthly, or annual basis, and stop over purchasing through
a perpetuity license.

Resources

Deploy SecurityScorecard for free to rate the cybersecurity posture of 
any organization in minutes
Security Ratings
Gain an outside-in view of your security posture so you can take preventative action. Scoring is based on our trusted, 
transparent ratings methodology and data collected on millions of organizations.

Atlas Security Assessments
Use automation and machine learning to validate vendor responses and shorten the assessment process by as 
much as 83%*. SecurityScorecard Atlas complements security ratings for a complete inside-out view of vendor risk.

Visit SecurityScorecard on the AWS Marketplace to start a Free Trial
AWS customers can try SecurityScorecard Ratings and Atlas for 12 months at no cost. The free trial license allows 
you to monitor your organization, five third parties, and includes five Atlas credits for security assessments. 

Click here to start your free trial of SecurityScorecard on AWS Marketplace!

AWS Marketplace

Find solutions in AWS Marketplace today. 
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace

Free Instant Score

Get your organization's free instant report and security 
rating now! https://securityscorecard.com/instant-
security-scorecard
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